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12-18, Awaza 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Osaka 550-0011, Japan 
Telephone:+81-6-6110-1560  Facsimile:+81-6-6110-1603 

Chromatography Sales Dept., Chemical Specialties Div. 

Telephone:+81-6-6110-1598  Facsimile:+81-6-6110-1612 

Response to the spread of new-type coronavirus infection 

 

Thank you very much for your continued patronage. 

 

We would like to express our sincere gratitude for your special consideration. 

We will report on the impact of the spread of coronavirus infection on our products. 

Also, we have been implementing the following measures to prevent infection by new strains of coronavirus. We will 

strongly promote the following measures, placing the highest priority on the prevention of infection by customers, 

business partners, employees, and their families in the future. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Description 

1. Product requirements 

(1) Product Name: Daisogel 

(2) Impact on product supply 

At this point, our Chromatography Division is operating normally and there is no impact on operations due to the 

spread of coronavirus infection. 

In addition, there are no problems in the procurement of raw materials and goods, as well as in the distribution of 

goods, and this does not affect the supply of products. 

 

2. Prevention of infection 

(1) Plant operation department 

・Entry into the plant area is restricted only to those related to operations, factory operations, etc. 

・ Entrance of sick people (fevers and symptoms of colds) is restricted. We check the physical condition of 

visitors by checking the body temperature as needed. 

・ When entering the operator's room, wear a mask and thoroughly disinfect the hands. Operators are required 

to wear masks. 

(2) Major infection control measures 

・ Employees are strictly prohibited from coming to work if they are ill, including fever and symptoms of colds. 

・ Switch to staggered work (commuting avoiding congestion by public transportation) as much as possible 

・ Business trips are prohibited in principle by specifying the period of business trips. (Reviewing the timing, 

substituting communication tools, etc.) 

・ In principle, refrain from meetings and events in which a large number of people gather 

・ Decisions on small-group meetings after considering the necessity (review of timing, substitution with 

communication tools) 

 

3. Infection control 

When an infected person is confirmed in a factory or sales department, the infected person and close contact 

with the infected person (standby at home, telecommuting, etc.) are handled in accordance with the prearranged 

response policy. 
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